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A wonderful benefit of the annual report is that it 
offers a perspective of looking back over the recent 
past in critical assessment. It also provides an        
opportunity to state our intentions for the future.  
 
2013 proved to be an exciting ride of highs and lows. 
As we have in past years - we said our  farewells to 
good friends – Dick Dearborn, Alan Aimone, Kate 
Aikens, Doug Hall, Joyce Cary, Bill Drienstock and 
Brian Chute.  
 
At the start of the 2013 year, with the Governor’s 
thirty day amendment, we found ourselves looking 
disaster in the face with a proposed six percent cut to 
voluntary providers. The proposed cut hit a nerve with individuals, families and agencies and provoked 
one of the largest and most coordinated advocacy efforts in New York State (NYS) in the past 30 years 
for people with developmental disabilities. As a result, many of our strategic initiatives were put on 
pause as we anticipated deep funding cuts. Intense advocacy unfolded over the first quarter of the year 
and spilled over the date when the NYS Budget was passed. We ended up with a 90 million dollar         
laser-targeted cut on voluntary DD providers. Following this came the “cost savings plan”. The plan 
identified savings achieved through “administrative efficiencies”, Medicaid audit take-backs,  moving 
individuals to less costly settings (e.g., sheltered workshops to supported employment) among other 
areas. Advocacy efforts continued - fueled by suspicions that providers would be on-the-hook for     
making up savings shortfalls largely due to unrealistic targets established in the cost savings plan. All of 
this was to occur at the end of year when provider budgets would be fully expended. This resulted in an 
unprecedented show of unanimous support from both houses of the legislature for the NYS Office of 
Persons with Developmental Disabilities (OPWDD) and voluntary providers like The Arc of Rensselaer 
County.  A bill was drafted by the legislature offering budget restoration for the 90 million. Unfortunate-
ly, it was ultimately unclear whether funds were actually restored.    
 
2013 saw the implementation of the new executive office – The Justice Center. The new state agency 
was purposed with investigating and prosecuting incidents of abuse to vulnerable people. This, of 
course, generated a plethora of new requirements and procedures for us. While I am sure the Justice 
Center and its actions will benefit people served in other areas, OPWDD was already acting effectively in 
managing incidents. We are  only now recovering from the additional workload resulting from the new 
performance expectations and the impacts resulting from delays in recruiting direct support                
professionals. 
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CEO 2013 Annual Report by Hanns Meissner 

Hanns Meisser, Ph.D –CEO 



 

 

Please join us in welcoming Mr. Stephen Roberts to The Arc Communications & 
Membership Committee.  Stephen will be a contributing writer to our newsletters 
from this point     forward.  Stephen receives services from The Arc of Rensselaer 
County.  We hope you enjoy his perspectives and experiences.  Again, Welcome to 
In His Own Words, by Stephen Roberts. 
  
I have been with the ARC (Advocacy, Resources and Community) of Rensselaer   
County and CIP (Community Inclusion Project) for about eight years now. CIP helped 
me to get where I'm at now. They do things like helping people with disabilities get 
out to read in the community. They are dedicated to building meaningful                
connections, developing respectful relationships and increasing personal growth in 
our neighborhoods.  CIP has helped me to build my self-confidence. 

 
When I was growing up with I went from one school to the next because I was in special education and they did not 
know what to do with me.  Each September was a different school.  For example, I went to Turnpike Elementary and 
then was pulled out to go to Rensselaer Park Elementary.  Then I went from Rensselaer Park Elementary to Bell Top in 
East Greenbush, Ichabod Crane Elementary and then moved to George Washington in Brunswick.  As you can see, life 
has been hard on me and my self-confidence.   I finally ended up at Lansingburg High School for five years, the school 
mascot was a knight with maroon and white  colors.   My brother Matthew was also a Lansingburgh Knight. Being a 
knight is important to me.   
 
With CIP I have been able to take a writing class.  I've worked with two teachers, Sarah Sherman and Daniel Nester.  
Daniel is a great friend of a senior coordinator at CIP, Jim MacNaughton and the other teacher,  Sarah, well; she is cooler 
than ice crystals in the winter months.   She is a one of a kind teacher.  She rocks. As for the other teacher, Dan, he is 
cool.  With the CIP class, we have learned how to write poems and do free writing. I'm learning to be free when I write 
things.  Writing can help anyone to get their emotions out and I love to write because it helps me in good times and in 
bad times. It was an honor to give a Community Partners Award to Miss Sarah back in October of 2013. It helped open 
the door for me to be able to read in front of people. That was a game changer experience for me.    
 
Last year I went to the College of Saint Rose to listen to Sarah read one of her poems.  The mascot of the College of Saint 
Rose is a Golden Knight. The theme of the knight is following me.  CIP is helping me take a college course in writing.    
Recently, I took a tour of the campus and met with a professor.  Daniel Nester teaches writing classes at St. Rose.  Daniel 
showed me around the campus of St Rose and we talked about me auditing the class.  While talking with Daniel I saw 
the school mascot and team name.  I saw it was the Golden Knights. Then I started to think and it hit me, once a knight 
always a knight.  Thank you to Professor Daniel who is helping me set up a fall writing course at St. Rose.   
 
This year I am going to the College of Saint Rose to try an independent study class with Daniel.  I will still work with     
Sarah, my CIP writing class teacher on Friday mornings and she is a sweetheart of a teacher.  She goes out of her way to 
help me, she spends extra time to help me and those that are in the writing class.  She is a good friend of mine and she is 
a student at Saint Rose.  
 
I am thankful for knowing Sarah and for help from Jim at CIP. Jim help set up the meeting with Daniel at St. Rose.  Jim is 
a real cool guy. I don’t know how to say Thank you to him, Sarah and Daniel.  
 
I am on the road to stay a knight continuing my journey of self-discovery and education.   I have gained confidence and 
nothing will get in my way.  I have come a long way.  

 

In His Own Words by Stephen Roberts, A Knight’s Story 
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Stephen Roberts –Self-Advocate 



 

 

The Arc of Rensselaer is a $28 Million dollar agency, so why do 
fundraising?  The answer is quite simple. Of nearly $28 Million 
dollars the agency receives annually, 81% is generated through 
Medicaid, 6% by Social Security and another 3% through OPWDD.  
That is a total of 90% of the budget.  Add in the 7% sales from the 
sheltered workshop and you have 97% of the budget for the entire 
agency. All of these funds are restricted by the service mandates 
to be used in very specific ways.  So where does fundraising fit in? 
 
Fundraising is a non-profit’s back-up fund or some might compare 
it to a rainy day fund.  Restrictions exist on nearly all of the 97% of 
the budget from the sources listed above.  Therefore, only very 
specific uses will be paid from those sources.  Budget gaps, special 
projects, pilot projects and some of the novel services The Arc 
wishes to accomplish is not covered by Medicare, Social Security, 
OPWDD and Sales.  This is where the dollars raised by the Devel-
opment Department comes in.  Through the Membership Drive, 
special events (Dinner Theater, Evening in the Garden, Arc in the 
Park and Trivia), sponsors and The Annual Appeal, The Arc takes in 

Why does The Arc of Rensselaer County conduct fundraising events? 

unrestricted money which is then reinvested into the agency.  
These unrestricted dollars are used to fill budget gaps, conduct     
special projects, create pilot projects and support functions 
which are not covered in the traditional funding streams.   
 
As The Arc prepares for changes in the Federal and State     
mandates, such as Managed Care, donations become             
increasingly important to sustaining the high level of services 
and support The Arc is known for.  Each time a donation is 
made the community empowers The Arc staff to continue to 
support people with developmental disabilities in Rensselaer 
County.  Over 830 individuals count on their community and 
The Arc to support them; these are your family, friends,    
neighbors, colleagues and loved ones.   So when the time 
comes that we ask for your financial support, we hope you will 
understand that you are investing in your community.   Your 
donation stays locally where is does the most good.   Your    
donation matters!  Thank you!  See our upcoming events on 
Page 11 and Page 13 

Then there was the announcement of the CMS/OPWDD negotiated “Transformation Agenda”.  The agenda will dominate our world 
for the next number of years. Included in the agenda is the employment plan with the closing of sheltered workshops, the expansion 
of self-directed supports and the closure of institutions - all in the spirit of “rebalancing the portfolio”. The mechanics and vehicles to 
move the agenda forward include: The Front Door, managed care and rate rationalization. All anticipated for implementation in 2013, 
and all but the Front Door were delayed until some future date. Needless to say, much effort to research, analyze and respond to the 
agenda has consumed a lion share of our time. In the middle of rapidly unfolding changes to OPWDD yet another Commissioner    
transition happened. - Courtney Burke exited to the 2nd floor of the executive branch and Laurie Kelley moved into the 4th floor of 
OPWDD. 
 
With all the drama surrounding the budget we managed to move on a number of positive initiatives. Most prominent was our        
selection by OPWDD as a Case Study agency. Originally intended for the nine COMPASS agencies, the Case Study expanded to an  
additional eleven agencies (their selection based on assumption of their excellent service quality). The goals of the Case Study       
included the use of flexible funding (global budget) to move dollars around to serve more people at a more appropriate support level. 
The underlying support logic was self-directed using personal outcome measures. Additionally, the newly purchased assessment suite 
with the special Developmental Disabilities version called the CAS was to be piloted to determine acuity. Implementation of the Case 
Study became nearly as challenging as the budget. The Case Study global budget did a 180 degree turn to CSS individual budgets 
thereby motivating half the Case Study agencies to drop the financial component of the study. We remained determined to make this         
initiative useful to our purpose of individualizing supports - which we, for the most part, achieved. 
 
Complementary to the Case Study project was our own Learning Institute for Individualized Supports with Beth Mount and John 
O’Brien acting as consultants. Over the period of a year five circles of support met to learn about, reflect upon, practice, and design 
unique supports for selected individuals. Another initiative called SANYS U (Self Advocacy of NYS University) offered a multi-session 
leadership development opportunity for self-advocates connected with our agency. One graduate, Bill McCauliffe sits on our board. 
These are just a few examples of the exciting things that have happened in our world and at The Arc. Throughout this annual report, 
other actions and achievements will be cited. Many of our accomplishments attended to our strategic agenda which directs our    
energies in the years to come:  
 

Strategic Agenda # 1: Bringing Forth Self Defined and Self Directed Capacities Using Structural and Social Innovations. 
Strategic Agenda #2: Promoting Healthy Lifestyles by Supporting Wellness and Professional Mastery 
Strategic Agenda #3:  Building Sustainable Communities: Managing the Triple Bottom Line (Resource Viability and Civic          

 Responsibility) 
Strategic Agenda #4:  Engage in Continuous Improvement: Achieving Quality Individual and Organizational Outcomes. 

CEO 2013 Annual Report -Hanns Meissner (Continued) 
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direct support professional salaries for early 2015. With 

over 75% of our funding targeted for “redesign”, 

“rationalization”, “elimination” or “conversion” we are 

busy retooling and restructuring our systems to function in 

a future, yet currently chaotic world. Thankfully, we are a 

strong and resilient community plus it does not hurt that 

our financial auditor tells us we have the fiscal health and 

management capacity to weather and work with this new 

emerging regulatory world.  

 Another sign of the health of our Arc is the  increased 

support we have received from our local community 

through membership and special events.   This strength in 

support was most recently reflected in our Evening in the 

Garden event.   The 5th Annual Evening in the Garden 

event was the most successful yet in terms of the overall 

positive experience had by those attending and the un-

precedented funds raised.  Much appreciation goes to Lisa 

and Don Fane, this year’s honorary chairs of the   Evening 

in the Garden for their contribution in bringing our event 

to the next level.   The community can look for the next 

opportunity to support our agency coming up  September 

20th when we hold our Arc in the Park 5k race and fun walk. 

 

 

 It is now mid-summer and I trust the warm season is 

treating you well. This year contrasts in lush green tones 

from last year’s dry hot days. The great weather was in full 

glory on a lovely July day as our Arc chapter joined all    

other New York State Arc chapters in celebrating the 65th 

anniversary of NYSARC.  A showing of strengths in numbers 

- people from all around the state proceeded to march up 

to the Capital steps from our meeting place at the Corning 

Preserve. Our own chapter’s 65th anniversary is coming up 

in 2015 – at which time we will be doing own share of   

celebrating. The long journey to today has not been with-

out its challenges and we can certainly expect more as 

managed care moves into our world.  

 Given this we are not out of the woods with funding      

uncertainty, yet 2014 has been a productive and healthy 

year for our Arc community. In these times, exiting out of a 

legislative period with no budget cuts seems to be a win. 

The good news includes the support we receive from our 

local legislators and the promise of resources to enhance 

2014 Mid Year Reflection 
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Stephen Roberts –Self-Advocate and flag bearer for NYSARC’s  65th 

Celebration at the Capital 

50 individuals represented The Arc of Rensselaer County and 

marched on the capital with chapters from around NY State. 

Rensselaer County Executive, Kathy Jimino and Board Member, 

Diane Dearborn examine the silent auction items at the 5th   

Annual Evening in the Garden. 

NYS Assemblyman John McDonald chats with Don and Lisa Fane, the 

Honorary Co-chairs for the Evening in the Garden.   
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“Your limitations are self-induced.” This is the quotation people read when they receive an e-mail from my work desk. 
However, this has not always been the case in my life. I was subjected to many limitations and restrictions due to 
state or local agency organizations.  One situation which comes to mind is an opportunity I had when the recreational 
therapist made connections with a local mountain rescue squad. The squad was looking for a person to lie in a basket 
while they propelled them down the mountain.  Knowing how adventurous I am, David asked if I would like to be a 
participant in this exercise.  I immediately said yes! Unfortunately, I wasn’t old enough to take on the assumption of 
risk.  The agency responsible for my care at the time wouldn’t take on this risk either; Therefore, I couldn’t participate 
in the exercise.  Like any other teenagers I had a fit and called people names. I didn’t understand the consequences if 
something were to happen to me.  This situation took place when I was a youth.   
 
Today, I now live a life where for the most part I have control over most aspects of my life and I take full advantage of 
this new lifestyle.  My most recent adventure takes place in my adult life, Skydiving. 
 
The nerves of steel I thought I had are failing me as the day I set aside for my first skydiving adventure approaches.  
While I’m excited, the reality of the event is becoming almost too real to handle. I have accomplished too much life to 
allow a little fear to stop me now!  They say that fear is good for the soul.  I must agree, for without fear, we wouldn’t 
be able to measure our growth.  Each fear in which we face and conquer enriches our humanity. When I land safely on 
the ground I will have accomplish a feat most people with or with a disability wouldn’t even think about attempting.  I 
on the other hand love exciting and new challenges. Life 
is extremely too short not to experience everything it 
has to offer.   
 
I have a professional skydiving instructor ready to 
plunge with me.  While they are professionals and have 
become use to the adrenalin rush, my heart beats faster 
just writing and preparing for this exciting event.  With 
my body placed in front of their chest I will be the first 
to see bounty below us.   
 
Some of my friends think I’m crazy for attempting Sky-
diving but I like risky and adventurous things.  If I didn’t 
take any risks in life I wouldn’t be an employee, a tenant 
of an apartment or a friend to hundreds of people.  I 
planned a tandem jump for July 5th.  On this date the 
wind was very strong and my jump had do be delayed for two weeks.  This gave me additional time to be nervous and 
anxious.  I lived with this disappoint and focused on the next appointed date.   
 
Saturday, July 19th came quick.  I did my usual Saturday routine but my Saturday afternoon would be anything but or-
dinary. Today would be the day I will become a person with a disability who has jumped out of an airplane.   
 
Fast forward to the time of the flight, between 15 and 20 people are there to encourage me.  Rob, the person whom 
was going be on my back was psyched to be person the assisting me with this unique experience of my life.  Attaching 
the gear to my body was a team effort between my friends and the flight crew.  It was successful.  The REAL reality 
has hit me.  I’m going up in the sky and free falling for a few seconds. Those few seconds seemed like FOREVER!   I had 
never been so scared and excited in my life.   People have been asking me if I would do it again. My answer changes as 
more time passes. So someday you just might see me floating out of the sky once again.    

 The Sky is Not the Limit- Ed Bartz 
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Ed Bartz and a Professional Skydiver after a perfect touch down.         

Congratulations to Ed for overcoming his fears and taking his first jump. 



 

 

The People First Case Study  
The Arc of Rensselaer County was selected as a participating agency in reviewing The People First Waiver concept.  The agency’s 
leadership and commitment to the case study process lead to it becoming the first provider in NYS paid by Case Study dollars.  
The Arc identified 16-18 individuals as the focus group and used personal outcome measures in comparing our outcomes against 
national data, and reviewed outcomes with people supported and their circles of support.  As part of this study The Arc designed 
and implemented self-directed supports for 6 young adults with Support Brokers. 
 
Self-Advocacy/Wellness 
The Arc of Rensselaer County prides itself in our focus on Self-Advocacy.  In 2013 the staff worked with The Arc’s Citizens Speak-
ing Out group to develop principles articulating the rights and responsibilities of individuals in making decisions related to their 
support arrangements.  The Arc saw 12 individuals graduate the Self-Advocacy Association of NYS program SANY U (a leadership 
development course for self-advocacy).  Additionally, The Arc conducted a Wellness Academy for 13 people we support and their 
mentors over 12 training session throughout the year to improve the healthy choices people make in their daily lives.  Ultimately 
The Arc increased the numbers of individuals being served in Self-Direction was well as individual supports. 
 
Career and Employment Supports 
Career and Employment Supports encompasses Transition Services, Employment Services, Prevocational Services and Community 
Inclusion Projects.  In 2013, The Arc formed a collaborative to enhance person centered school to adult life transitions out comes 
and conducted consultation with school districts to facilitate this process.  As a direct result, 40 students entered the College Next 
program and 50 individuals where supported entering college in fall 2013.  The Arc had 80 people in supported paid community 
employment during 2013.  As part of the prevocational programing a creative writing class was provided in partnership with the 
Masters of Fine Arts program of the College of St. Rose.  This program is blossoming.  Finally, CIP had made great strides in getting 
people we serve into the community on a regular and meaningful basis.  The Sand Lake Arts Center hosted two productions with 
actors from CIP.  Other CIP related activities include supporting people as they volunteer in their community and attend cooking, 
pottery, and art classes.  Finally, Riverside Enterprises’ sales exceeded 2012 sales by the middle of November 2013.   
 
Adult Day Services & Family and Community Supports 
Whether it is training two staff as CQL train-the-interviews or expanding Brunswick Center Services new individualized support 
options to 6 people, Adult Day Services and Family & Community Supports play an important role in the lives of people we serve.  
2013 saw utilization in Community Habilitation, Hourly Respite, Medicaid Service Coordination, Supported Employment, Free 
Standing Respite and Supplemental Group Day Habilitation all increased over the previous performance measures.  For example, 
Brunswick Center Services has increased supplemental day habilitation to 9 people.  In an effort for more effective and accurate 
support and care, The Arc developed a letter of agreement with Northeast Health Care regarding cross-agency communication, 
planning and patient support expectations.  Another example of innovation and leadership was the roll out of a fall prevention 
program at Diamond Rock residence as a test site, which went very well. 
 
Administration and Human Resources  
The ongoing goals of the Administration and Human Resources are to look after the health and wellbeing of the agency as a 
whole and the staff who support people with developmental disabilities.  To that end, Human Resources held a series of wellness 
education workshops for employees at multiple sites across the agency including; Heath Change, Managing Neck & Back Pain, 
Biometric screenings, etc.   A new computer system for Benefits Enrollment was installed to help streamline employee access to 
benefits.  The Human Resources Team has been very effective in support the wellbeing of staff as they continue the high level of 
support of people we serve.   
 
The Administrative  Team members remain highly active on a number of external committees: NYSARC Quality Committee, 
OPWDD Transformation Steering Committee, OPWDD Workforce Committee, OPWDD Employment Work Group, OPWDD Safe-
guards Group, OPWDD Reinvestment Group, ARC CFO Group, and OPWDD/DOH Money Follows the Person to name a few.  The 
Administrative Team works hard to help mold and shape the future of policy that will affect The Arc and people with develop-
mental disabilities in the future in a positive manner. 
 
 

Continued on Page 8 

2013 Retrospective to the Board 
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2013 Retrospective to the Board –Continued 

Fundraising, Communications and Community Partnerships 
Fundraising, Communications and Community Partnership are important to the organization.  This year The Arc implemented a pi-
lot Social Media Infrastructure to establish capability, functionality, and policies in communication.  At the same time, The Arc rede-
veloped and launched a new website with a fresh look and new capabilities.  The Evening in the Garden Event, Arc in the Park 5K 
and membership grew and contributed $60,500 in gross profits.  Membership increased significantly from approximately 400 mem-
bers to well over 500.  The Community Partners Breakfast which recognizes outstanding community supporters was well received 
and the attendance grew to 166 from 125 in 2012.  Up to 20 Arc staff volunteered their time to support the activities of the Troy 
Drug Free Community Coalition who received a 2-year federal grant for $150,000 to study and prevent drug use in Troy.  Staff also 
contributed to our community by participating in and/or organizing the following events: Food Pantry Drive, and the Giving Tree.  
Finally, in November 2013, a new Development and Communications Coordinator was hired. 
 
Thank you to the 2012-2013 Board of Directors for their tireless efforts, constant support and dedication to The Arc of Rensselaer 
County. 

Board President, David Borge -Retired 
Board Vice President, Edie Hall –Parent Advocate  

Secretary, Diane Dearborn -Parent Advocate 
Treasurer, Robert Hergrueter -Retired 

Assistant Treasurer, Mary Muller -Bookseller, Parent Advocate 
Patricia Carley, Parent Advocate -Artist/Writer 

Kathleen DeBonis -Billing Specialist 
Sally Dunbar -Parent Advocate 

Peter Jones -Attorney – Parent Advocate 
Michelle M. Kearnan -Assistant Vice President Loan Officer, First Niagara Bank 

Dee Kronau -Parent Advocate 
Julie Martin -American Sign Language Enrichment Educator (self-employed) 

Pamela Mertz -Adult Education Program Manager 
Bill McCauliffe -Self Advocate 

Ani Mooney-RN 
Debra Nuttall -Principal, Waterford-Halfmoon Jr. Sr. High School 

Chrisse Rasmussen -Parent Advocate 
John M. Santora -Accountant 

 
Thank you also to the 2012-2013 Foundation Board of Director for guiding the agency’s fundraising and development activities. 
 

President –John Santora –Accountant 
Vice-President –Bob Hergrueter –Retired  

Treasurer –Marty Dunbar –Retired & Parent Advocate 
Secretary –Dee Kronau -Parent Advocate 

William Hazelton –Merrill Lynch Investments 
Lisa Lewis –The Record, The Times Union 

Ryan Silva –The Rensselaer County Chamber of Commerce 

2013 Board Members: Sally Dunbar and Patricia Carley at the Truly Rhe Shopping Party 
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In Photos 

Graduating from SANYS U, Bill McCauliffe pictured 

with Hanns Meissner, Dave Borge (The Arc Board 

President) and SANYS instructor Cynthia Gilchrist 

Self-advocates, Bill, Dan, Tony, Phyllis and Phillip with staff Tom 

and Jillian at the SANYS Annual Conference 

Hanns Meissner, his wife (hidden) his friends (Evelyn and Miles), Sadie 

Spada (CEO of the Adirondack Arc) and former Arc of Rensselaer County 

CEO Jim Flanigan and his wife Marilyn at the book signing. 

Gift bags from our sponsors, thank you sponsors! Arc in the Park 

And they are off!!   

Group shot! Community Partner Award Recipients 

The Wellness Academy Graduation 

St. Patrick’s Day –Green Day at the office 

Family and friends enjoy the Dinner Theater 

1st day of Baseball, get your team spirit going 

An Evening in the Garden 

Fantastic food selection at An Evening in the Garden 



 

 

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS FOR THEIR SUPPORT 

Beat the Winter Blues; Come “Play” with Your Food –Dinner Theater 

Arc in the Park 5K 

Miron’s for Floors 

Taconic 

An Evening in the Garden 

Trivia Celebration 
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The Arc of Rensselaer County  

Invites and Encourages all  

Runners and Walkers  

to join us for Arc in the Park. 

Nationally Certified Racing Event at The RPI Technology Park, Rt. 4 

North Greenbush with  

Race Chairperson,  Benita Zahn,  News Channel 13 

Register online at  
www.ZippyReg.com  

Arc in the Park 5K Race* 

September 20, 2014   

Start Time 10:00 a.m. 

* 1 Mile fun run, walk and/or roll available 

Thank you to our Sponsors!   

For  Information contact Angela Ruck,  

at 274-3110 ext. 3028 or aruck@renarc.org  

 

Pre-registration 5K fees $20.00, day of registration $25.00.  1 mile fun run/walk /roll  fees $10.00. 
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The Arc of Rensselaer County 
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The Arc of Rensselaer County is an association of people with disabilities, parents, professionals and community  members         
dedicated to building the capacity of the community to fully include persons with disabilities. Since our founding in 1950 by a group 
of parents, The Arc has developed a rich array of supports to improve the quality of life for individuals with disabilities.  
 
Program Philosophy: 
It is the intent of The Arc of Rensselaer County to move from a systems driven approach to a person-centered approach to         
delivering supports and services to individuals with intellectual disabilities in the community. Operating from a person-centered 
perspective, The Arc works with each individual to tailor a set of supports and/or services. The objective is to assist each individual 
realize full citizenship in their community of choice.  
 
We seek to discover the needs, wants, and capabilities of each person and to respond with complimentary supports that facilitate 
community inclusion. We are frequently asking "What do you want?" in an effort to encourage individuals to assume a lead role in 
making decisions relating to all areas of their lives. 
 
We see planning as a time to build teams of caring and committed people as a primary way to successfully implement plans, as 
opposed to a process that reinforces program boundaries. An effort will be made to develop a team that  reflects the natural     
diversity of the community beyond human service membership. The plan will be flexible, learning oriented and responsive to each 
individual situation and our roles will be dictated by individual need rather than program orientation. Each planning process will be 
managed by a facilitator who is skilled in managing meetings and group dynamics; addressing conflicts; and building collaborative 
relations among persons with disabilities, their families/advocates, and staff. The person-centered plan provides a focused        
communication and defines a set of roles and responsibilities that support individuals in their choice of life style.  
 
Service Options available: 
 
Adult Day Support 
 Brunswick Center Services 
 Health Supports  
 Medicaid Service Coordination 
Career and Employment Supports 
 Transition Services 
 Employment Services 
 Prevocational Services 
 Community Inclusion Project 
Family and Community Supports 
 Family Supports 
 Residential Supports 
 Summer Camp 
Innovation and Design 
 Self Directed Services 
 
The Arc of Rensselaer County welcomes any inquiry or             
application for a support or service for a person with a               
developmental  disability. We are open to explore the support 
possibilities with those who are interested prior to any formal 
application for  services. We can also provide guidance and    
direction on how to apply for OPWDD related services. Our agency works 
closely with the local arm of OPWDD to determine eligibility and availability for 
services.  These supports are authorized by the New York State Office of People 
with     Development Disabilities, OPWDD. If you need assistance or need more         
information, please contact Jillian Good at 518-273-6600 x 2036 or by email at 
JGood@renarc.org.  For general information on The Arc of Rensselaer County 
please call 518-274-3110  or email info@renarc.org.  
 

mailto:JGood@renarc.org


 

 

Yes!  I would like to become a member of The Arc of Rensselaer County family! 

Name ____________________________________________________________________ 

Address _______________________________City ________________________________ State __________Zip  ______________ 

Phone  ________________________  E-mail ___________________________________ 

Please check one: ____ Individual - $10-24 _____ Bronze - $25-49 ____ Silver - $50-99  _____ Gold - $100-249   

____ Platinum  - $250-499  _____  Diamond  - $500 and above      _____ Self-Advocates  - $5 

Enclosed is my check for $______________  Payable to: The Arc of Rensselaer County                                    

Additional Family Members: _______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________  

 

All 2014 Memberships must be received by September 10, 2014.  Thank you. 

    Complete and mail with  

payment to: 

The Arc of Rensselaer County 

2014 Membership Campaign 

 79 102nd St.  

Troy, NY 12180 

Why is Your Membership so Important? 

Although membership in The Arc of Rensselaer County Chapter may only cost a 

few dollars, it plays an important role in The Arc’s effort to advocate for and  

support hundreds of children and 

adults who have intellectual and    

other developmental disabilities.  

Members provide clout!  A large 

membership means that a louder and  stronger voice is heard by state            

legislators and national policy makers. 

Membership helps provide more individuals with intellectual and other           

developmental  disabilities and their families access to programs and services 

through fundraising and advocacy efforts. 

Membership provides access to needed volunteers.  As more volunteers are 

attracted to The Arc’s work and mission, The Arc’s leadership base for the     

future can develop and grow. 

Membership means a better informed public.  Awareness is an outgrowth of 

membership.  It is the first step to creating society-wide acceptance of children 

and adults with intellectual and other developmental disabilities. 

Membership dollars help The Arc fulfill the many commitments to those they 

support.  Membership dues help generate funds to get the job done locally as 

well as on state and national levels. 

Membership is the basic foundation on which The Arc of Rensselaer 

County Chapter, our State Organization (NYSARC, Inc.) and the National 

Association (The Arc) were founded. 

Membership can fulfill many of our needs such as volunteers for          

programs and committees, manpower and energy for fundraising, public 

awareness, special events and other important Chapter activities. 

 

If you have any questions regarding Membership please contact, Angela 

Ruck, Coordinator of Development at 518-274-3110 ext.3028 or via email 

at aruck@renarc.org 

Making a Difference 

Through  

Membership 
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2013 Financials in Review 

Staffing and Benefits
70%

Non Personal Expenditures
11%

Property and 
Depreciation

6%

Agency Administration
6%

Production Supplies
5%

Equipment
2%

Total Expenses By Category FY 2013

Residential (3 persons or less)
47%

Group Day Services
14%

Residential 
(4 persons or 

more)
11%

Sales
7%

Pre Vocational
5%

Familiy Services
4%

Self Directed Supports
4%

Case Management
2%

Supported Employement
2%

Individual Day Services
2%

School Contracts
1%

Other
1%

Fundraising
0%

Other
12%

Total Revenue By Service FY 2013
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Important Up Coming Dates 

Page 15 

September 1st through the end of October  - ‘Heart 
to Heart’ -A art show featuring son, John Carley and 
mother, Patricia Carely’s paintings and poetry will 
be hanging at the Sand Lake Town Library from 
with the opening reception on Thursday September 
18th from 6:30 – 8 p.m.  The Library is on route 66 
in the town of Sand Lake near Averill Park. 
 
September 20, 2014 -Arc in the Park 5K Race or 1 
Mile fun run/walk/roll @ 10:00 a.m. at the RPI 
Technology Park, Jordan Road, North Greenbush 
 
October 29, 2014 –Community Breakfast @ 7:30 
a.m. at the Franklin Terrace Ballrooms, Campbell Avenue, Troy 
 
November 6, 2014 –First Annual Trivia Celebration @ 5:30 p.m. at Revolution Hall, Troy 
 
December 2, 2014 –Giving Tuesday, an opportunity to make a donation to The Arc of Rensselaer County’s                 
Annual Appeal 

Medicaid 81%

Sales 7%

Social 
Security 6%

OPWDD 3%

School Districts 1%

Other 1%

Fundraise 0%

Participant 0%

State 
Education 0%

Other 3%

Total Revenue by Funding Source FY 2013

John Carley and his mom, Patricia Carley 



 

 

Arc Board of Directors 

2014-2015 

President, David Borge 

Vice President, Edie Hall 

Secretary, Diane Dearborn 

Treasurer, Robert Hergrueter 

Asst. Treasurer, Mary Muller 

 

Kathleen DeBonis 

Sally Dunbar 

Peter Jones 

Michelle Kearnan 

Dee Kronau 

Jack Lynskey 

Patrick Madden 

Lisa Mahar 

Julie Martin 

Pamela Mertz 

Bill McCauliffe 

Ani Mooney 

Debra Nuttall 

Chrisse Rasmussen 

John M. Santora 

Kathleen Sheeran 

 

Henrietta Messier, Emeritus 

Foundation Board  

 

President, John Santora 

Vice President,  

Robert Hergrueter 

Treasurer, Marty Dunbar 

Secretary, Dee Kronau 

 

Barbara Derian 

William Hazelton 

Lisa Lewis 

 

We’re on the Web!  

www.rensselaerarc.org 
Serving over 800 Individuals with  

Intellectual Disabilities in Rensselaer County. 
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The Arc of Rensselaer County 

79 102nd Street 

Troy, NY 12180 

(518) 274-3110/Fax: (518) 272-1522 

Corporate Sponsorship  

Opportunities are available with 

many levels to chose from.   

For a complete package of  

opportunities please contact  

Angela Ruck, Coordinator of  

Development at 518-274-3110 

ext. 3028 

Or  

aruck@renarc.org 


